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TWENTYTWO BISHOPSGATE: A NEW WORKPLACE CONCEPT

SMART TECHNOLOGY: ENABLERS AND INNOVATIONS

POWERED BY SMART: ACCELERATING THE AUGMENTED BUILDING
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SMART THINKING: THE NEXT WAVE

SMART OFFICE DESIGN

SUSTAINABLE FUTURES: HEALTHY BUILDINGS, PEOPLE & CITIES

DAY ONE | WEDNESDAY 24TH FEBRUARY

THE VISION FOR LONDON’S VERTICAL VILLAGE

Sir Stuart Lipton, Partner, Lipton Rogers Developments LLP / Philip Ross, CEO, UnGroup 

Sir Stuart Lipton has been at the forefront of innovation, place-making, planning and industry leadership, and at the centre of creating a large
proportion of London’s most iconic developments.  Sir Stuart will open the event by sharing the original vision for 22 Bishopsgate – the most
eagerly anticipated addition to urban landscape in a long time - and how this landmark building reflects a broader vision of development as a
force for social good.

A BLUEPRINT FOR THE OFFICE OF THE FUTURE

Philip Ross, CEO, Ungroup / Harry Badham, UK Head of Development, AXA Real Estate Investment Managers / Dan Drogman, CEO, Smart Spaces / Sam

Wood, Head of Business Development – UKI Digitisation & Connected Communities, Cisco

As a smart building, 22 Bishopsgate uses state-of-the-art technology to increase efficiency and reduce points of friction for occupiers and guests.
Some of the pioneering technologies include opt-in facial recognition for touchless entry, a smartphone app for building access, food ordering
and room booking; and collaboration technology which supports a hybrid work model. In this session, experts discuss the benefits and
expectations for smart technology that support a seamless, safe and smart experience for the future of work.

THE FUTURE OF CONNECTED BUILDINGS 

Philip Ross, CEO, Ungroup / Tim Creswick, CEO, Vorboss 

With new connectivity technologies unlocking opportunities along the IoT value chain, companies must create detailed plans to harness their
potential. They must be open to change, adapting their game plan to suit new connectivity standards and customer preferences for simplicity.
Likewise, they should be prepared to investigate new business models, since advances in IoT connectivity may open some surprising
opportunities.  

SMART CAMPUS, BUILDINGS AND WORKSPACES
Sam Wood, Head of Business Development – UKI Digitisation & Connected Communities, Cisco / Mark Needham, EMEA Hybrid Workplace Lead, Cisco

What is the “next normal” in the future of work? What will be the lasting effects of the pandemic’s impact on the way we work? How will forward
thinking real estate developers, operators and businesses adapt to ensure the working environments they build, manage or utilise adhere to
evolved ways of working in the next normal. How will businesses ensure the safe return to the office and optimise the office and home “Hybrid”
working environments.  

Jeremy Myerson, Director, WORKTECH Academy & Research Professor, RCA / James Goldsmith, Head of Leasing, AXA IM / Karen Cook, Founding Partner,

PLP Architecture

Experts discuss the buildings’ design process, exploring the key aspects that make this campus so unique, including why health, wellbeing and
community are at the very heart.  As part of the return-to-work agenda, we will also explore how experience plays a pivotal role in the future
workplace. We’ll explore the different facets of 22 Bishopsgate unique community which provides over 100,000 sq. ft of inspiring shared spaces,
services and experiences, designed to meet the needs of its diverse, connected community.  

EXPERT PANEL: DESIGNING &  ENABLING 22 BISHOPSGATE 

THE FUTURE WORKPLACE: A DESTINATION OF CHOICE

EXPERT PANEL: THE OCCUPIERS PERSPECTIVE

Imogen Privett, Workplace Innovation Consultant & Senior Research Associate, WORKTECH Academy / Roee Peled. VP Global Sales and Business

Development, PointGrab / Simon Robinson, Head of UK and ROW Facilities, BEAZLEY GROUP LIMITED / Matt O’Halloran, Director, Smart Spaces 

22 Bishopsgate is a new, people-focused workplace destination, expected to accommodate a community of up to 12,000 residents and visitors, and a
working assumption that it will normally operate with about 6000 personnel at any one time. This panel will discuss why 22 Bishopsgate is the
workplace of choice, and how this people focused smart building can support the evolving needs and future aspirations of the diverse businesses
and people that inhabit it. 

8:30 EST | 13:30 GMT

8:45 EST | 13:45 GMT

9:10 EST | 14:10 GMT

CHAIRPERSON WELCOME

9:35 EST | 14:35 GMT

10:00 EST | 15.00 GMT

10:40 EST | 15.40 GMT

11:50 EST | 16.50 GMT

12:15 EST | 17.15 GMT

13:15 EST | 18.15 GMT

PRACTICAL TIPS FOR SMART WORKPLACE SUCCESS POST-COVID
Jeroen Gieling, Director Workplace, Vecos Smart Locker Systems

Office functionalities change post-COVID” is all over the news. On the minds of those in charge is not only how to change the workplace, but also
how to make sure that new workplace is a success.  This presentation covers inspiring case studies of how smart technology in some of the world’s
foremost smart buildings, incl. 22 Bishopsgate, supports in realising a workplace that works. You walk away with practical tips to apply
immediately and increase the success rates of your smart workplace plans post-COVID.

11.20 EST | 16.20 GMT

DEMYSTIFYING DIGITISATION: THE 22 BISHOPSGATE STORY AND BEYOND
Clive Walton, ICONICS UK / Andrew Dyke, Director Intelligent Buildings, ICONICS UK / Nilesh Parmar, Chief Entrepreneur, Arcadis / Peter Bicknell, Head

of Engineering, 22Bishopsgate

When we talk about digital transformation, data is everything. But how do we leverage the tidal wave of data our buildings are producing to
transform the way we build, maintain and occupy our spaces? In this session, our expert panel s will explore how 22 Bishopsgate are leveraging
data and AI to revolutionise their FM strategy, as well how data can and must underpin behavioural change in the new world of workplace.

12:45 EST | 17.45 GMT

SMARTER BUILDINGS: A GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE

Alexander Demeulenaere, European Project Support Engineer – Smart Lighting, Sylvania

Facilities managers are growing increasingly conscious that the buildings they manage need to be more efficient, more sustainable, compliant
future-proof. We will show how Sylvania delivered a leading European Facilities Company, its’ SylSmart Smart Lighting platform. Built on qualified
Bluetooth mesh, it delivers outstanding energy savings without compromise on occupancy comfort, intuitive and non-disruptive implementation
whilst ensuring reliability at scale, security designed in and enabling a future-proof installation ready for 3rd party applications and unlocking the
value of their building.

Coen van Oostrom, CEO & Founder, EDGE Technologies 

We will explore leading smart buildings and their innovations that have previously disrupted the market or are set to influence the future of the
industry in the coming months and years. 

FIVE THEMES OF SMART OFFICE DESIGN
Jeremy Myerson, Director, WORKTECH Academy / James Goldsmith, Head of Leasing, AXA IM / Simon Jordan, Co-founder, Jump Studios / Ab Rogers,

CEO & Founder, Ab Rogers Design

People returning to office buildings post-pandemic will want to work in smart environments that support learning, creativity and natural
wellbeing, and are radically inclusive and green. 22 Bishopsgate partnered with WORKTECH Academy to commission five Workplace Design
Journals on these themes from five leading design firms. On this panel, experts join Academy Director Jeremy Myerson to discuss the changing
parameters of office design in response to heightened employee needs and expectations.

QUALIFIED BLUETOOTH MESH: UNLOCKING THE VALUE OF THE BUILDING

EXPERT PANEL: NOW AND NEXT - THE JOURNEY TO SMART 

Nigel Miller, Managing Director, Cordless Consultants / Mohamed Helal, Global Facilities Manager, Schlumberger / Juuso Ilmelä, Sales Director, Haltian /

Yannick Kok, Smart Office Advisor, Mapiq

From home working to office working, this session will explore the complete journey to smart. As well as rounding up key points from earlier
sessions, this discussion will focus on the practical steps you can take to leverage and enhance existing solutions and applications, and also
consider new smart technologies that will be fundamental to supporting the workforces’ gradual transition back to the office.

EMBRACING THE ROLE OF WORKPLACE IN CIVIC LIFE

Amy Hindson, Director Business Development, SITU / Aisha Glover, VP, Urban Innovation, Audible / Kate Wittels, Partner, HR&A / Clare Newman, 

 President & CEO, Governor's Island

This panel seeks to re-frame the “return to work” debate by bringing together leaders from enterprise companies, real estate and civic institutions
around a central question: ‘how will recent changes in commercial development and ‘the future of work’ shape neighbourhoods and cities post
Covid19? Economically, socially and even physically? Centred at the intersection of supporting employees, rethinking commercial spaces and
understanding urban growth, this panel will discuss how businesses are pivoting their real estate strategies in the wake of the pandemic.

WELL HSR: THE NEW GLOBAL BENCHMARK FOR HEALTHY, SAFE FACILITIES MANAGEMENT

Ann Marie Aguilar, Senior Vice President, EMEA, International WELL Building Institute

THE WELL Health-Safety Rating is an evidence-based, third-party verified rating for all new and existing building and facility types focusing on
operational policies, maintenance protocols, stakeholder engagement and emergency plans. Designed to empower owners and operators across
large and small businesses alike to take the necessary steps to prioritise the health of their staff, visitors and stakeholders, the rating can help
organisations get back to business by instilling confidence in those who frequent the building and the broader community.   

9:00 EST | 14:00 GMT

9:10 EST | 14:10 GMT

9:40 EST | 14:40 GMT

10:10 EST | 15:10 GMT

11:15 EST | 16.15 GMT

11:45 EST | 16.45 GMT

12:15 EST | 17.15 GMT

12.45 EST | 17.45 GMT

CHAIRPERSON WELCOME

10:45 EST | 15:45 GMT

DAY TWO | THURSDAY 25TH FEBRUARY

@WORKTECHEVENTS     #WORKTECH

CONFERENCE CLOSE

13.45 EST | 18.45 GMT CHAIRPERSON CLOSING REMARKS

14.00 EST | 19.00 GMT

CONFERENCE CLOSE

13.20 EST | 18.20 GMT CHAIRPERSON CLOSING REMARKS

13.30 EST | 18.30 GMT

Greg Lindsay, Journalist, Urbanist & Director of applied research, NewCities

Greg Lindsay, Journalist, Urbanist & Director of applied research, NewCities

Jeremy Myerson, Director, WORKTECH Academy 

Jeremy Myerson, Director, WORKTECH Academy 

10:50 EST | 15.50 GMT
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13.30 – 19.00 GMT | 8.30 – 14.00 EST


